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The ATCX and BATCX are miles away 
from the new CAD Headquarters, and the 
CCMSs at these venues have different 
configurations and software. By utilising 
CAD’s underground fibre optic network to 
connect these complexes to our duty office 
and applying virtualisation technology to 
solve the relevant technical problems, we 
successfully completed the centralisation 
of all CCMSs, prior to the operation of our 
duty office at the new CAD Headquarters.

In addition to a core team monitoring the 
integrated CCMSs at the new duty office, 
we also maintain a suitable size of 
workforce at ATCX and BATCX. This 
arrangement enhances our operational 
efficiency and optimises manpower 
allocation while also ensuring timely 
response to emergency repair and 
maintenance.

Smooth operations of CAD critical venues 
are essential for aviation safety and 
uninterrupted services to the public. It is 
also our mission to provide reliable 
supportive services to our client 
departments.

Our duty office at the new CAD Headquarters provides round-the-clock centralised monitoring services to 
enhance air safety.

A Virtualisation Technology is used to ensure 
smooth operation of the ATCX E&M facilities.
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Our client departments build different kinds of radar stations in various parts of Hong Kong to better serve the community. Below 
are some stations for which EMSD provides professional maintenance services to ensure their proper functions at all times.

Do you know their locations, department owners and functions? (Please find answers in inside pages.) 

Our commitment to providing 
round-the-clock operation and 
maintenance services to CAD for all their 
E&M systems in critical venues, like ATCX 
and BATCX, was challenged by the 
relocation of our duty office to the new CAD 
Headquarters.       

Last year, a new Air Traffic Control (ATC) 
Centre was set up at the new Civil Aviation 
Department (CAD) Headquarters to cope 
with the anticipated air traffic increase and 
the third runway in the future. To maintain 
operation efficiency and effective 
monitoring, we centralised all Central 
Control Monitoring Systems (CCMSs) for 
respective critical venues including the Air 
Traffic Control Complex (ATCX) and the 
Backup Air Traffic Control Complex 
(BATCX) at one single duty office in the 
new CAD Headquarters.


